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ABSTRACT
Due to advancement of technology the computational algorithms and computer based data analysis are used for making large and effective decision. Therefore a significant role on the human life is observed the main aim of developing such kind of technology is to provide ease in various domains and making future planning for managing the risk. Among various issues the disaster is also a critical risk in today’s scenario of India. Thus the risk management and disaster management techniques are developed for keep in track the losses in controlled manner. In this presented work a new model using the data mining techniques for predicting the disaster and their place is proposed for development. Therefore various different data mining techniques and methods are included for developing the accurate and effective data model. The proposed work includes the three main contributions for prediction based technique development. First the pre-processing technique development by which the unstructured data is processed and filtered for transform the information into the structured data format. Therefore in this phase the Bay’s classifier is used. Secondly development of learning technique for accurate pattern learning of the disasters and their places. Therefore in this phase the k-means clustering and hidden Markov model is employed for performing the training. Finally the prediction and their performance evaluation, in this phase the trained model is used to accept the current scenarios and predict the next event. The implementation of the proposed technique is performed using the JAVA technology and for dataset generation the Google search API is used. After the implementation of the proposed system the performance of the system in terms of accuracy, error rate, time complexity and space complexity is evaluated. The experimental results demonstrate the effective and accurate learning of the system. Thus the proposed data model is adoptive and acceptable for the various real world data analysis and decision making task.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning and data mining enables us to analyse the huge amount of historical data and extract the patterns which can be used for different applications. The evaluation of the historical data is termed in machine learning as training of the computational model. Based on the experience collected form the historical records the future trends and upcoming events are predicted or approximated. Therefore the data mining techniques supports the classification and prediction based on supervised learning concept for analysis of previous data. There are a number of different kinds of applications of supervised learning is available by which the prediction, classification, pattern recognition and problem optimization becomes feasible.

In this presented work the supervised data mining technique is used to evaluate the historical data and the natural events and predict the upcoming events. This task is performed with the help of data mining algorithms by analysing the news contents. Therefore different processes of the data mining technique are combined together for developing the enhanced scheme for the disaster management and prediction. In order to prepare the proposed data model need to perform the collection of data, pre-processing of data, data model development and finally utilizing the data model for predicting the upcoming events.

A disaster is a serious disturbance of the operational public or a social activities widespread human, material, economic or environmental losses and impacts. In current scenarios, disasters are seen as the significance of unfortunately managed risk. These risks are the product of a combination of both hazards and vulnerability. In order to deal with the issues and circumstances of the natural disasters the palling and management is primary requirement. Therefore the disaster management techniques are developed to reduce the impact of disasters in the social and economic life cycles.

Disaster is a kind of emergency where a large amount of human life and revenue is lost therefore in order to manage or recover the loss from such event a management scheme is required to handle the conditions. According to the effect and management steps the entire management process can be described in four phase process [27]:

1. Mitigation: mitigation is a kind of awareness for individuals and families, they are train to avoid risks thus it includes assessment of possible risks for health and personal property, and also train to take steps to reduce the outcomes of a tragedy, or to protect against effects of a disaster.

2. Preparedness: Preparedness concerned about preparing techniques and procedures to use when a disaster occurs. These techniques are used to moderate the effect of disaster.

3. Response: in this phase the process and team work are involved to providing the relief for the affected individuals and families from the disasters. This process is taken place as the disaster is occurred.

4. Recovery: after passing out the disaster and after making the response the social and personal effect of disaster is measured and for improving the social conditions and improving life of effected peoples the additional steps of relief is taken place is termed as the recovery.

In these phases of the disaster management a rich amount of data generated and preparation of this data needs appropriate knowledge management techniques. Thus the proposed work is focused on find the appropriate technique for knowledge
management during the disaster management phases. And also to be developing an effective data model by which the approximations of these events are becomes predictable. In this section the basic overview of the proposed work is provided and in the next sections the entire details and proposed data model is provided.

2. PROPOSED WORK

If the upcoming events are predictable then a significant amounts of losses are avoidable by the proper management and preparations. With this aim the proposed work is modelled to find a technique by which the Google data is analysed for finding the news and the relevant events for preparing the predictive data model. Basically the data mining techniques are offered the analysis of the patterns of data and utilize them to develop classification, prediction and pattern recognition data models. In this work the classification technique is investigated which is a kind of supervised learning. Additionally for experimentation and predictive system design the unstructured data sources are utilized. The obtained data is extracted from the real world search engine i.e. Google.com. Therefore to process the unstructured data for extraction of knowledge proposed technique is developed in three major modules. Individual modules are working as subcomponents to develop and design required data model.

2.1 Pre-processing

The pre-processing is a technique for filtering the unwanted data from the input datasets. This process may include the cleaning of data, transformation of data, dimensional transformation of data and data quality assessment and enhancement. Therefore the following process is prepared for the extracting the web data pre-process them utilized for further decision making task. The figure 1 shows the proposed pre-processing technique of the system. The components of the proposed pre-processing model are described as:

**Figure 1. Pre-processing of data**

**Disaster Keywords**: in order to initiate the working of the system some input values are required. Therefore a list of disaster keywords is prepared which are used to find the NEWS relevant to the input disaster keywords. These listed keywords are used as input to the proposed system.

**Google search**: the Google search API is implemented in this module, therefore the input user query (i.e. disaster keywords) is applied on the Google search function. The Google search the keyword from the web and reported the results.

**Search results**: the obtained results from the Google search API is collected using the HTML format thus the entire data is found in unstructured and noisy format for utilization with the predictive model.

**HTML Parser**: the Google search results which are obtained in HTML format is processed here thus in this phase the HTML tags and the keywords are removed through the HTML parser and the extracted content data is used in further processes.

**Stop word removal**: the extracted HTML contents are processed here thus in this phase the HTML tags and the keywords are removed through the HTML parser and the extracted content data is used in further processes.

**Bay’s classifier**: the reduced contents are evaluated again with respect to the disaster keyword produced as input to the system. Therefore the bay’s algorithm is working here as a filter that separate relevant information according to the user keyword.

**Relevant NEWS**: this is a part of the search results that are relevant to the current input query. Therefore in this part of information can be used for further data model training. Thus the tokenization is performed and three key information is extracted from the relevant NEWS data. That data is preserved for further use thus that is arranged in the temporary data storage. Table 1 demonstrate the organization of filtered data.

**Table 1. Filtered Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Irrelevant NEWS**: a part of information extracted from the Google search results is not relevant to the current input query is left that is not used further data modelling.

2.2 Training

After the pre-processing of unstructured data the useful information is used in this phase for performing the training. The figure 2 shows the training model of the proposed predictive data model. The different participating components of the training model are defined as:

**Figure 2. Training Model**
Relevant NEWS database: the previously recognized valuable data is used in this phase thus the prepared table 1 is used.

K-means clustering: the table data is grouped in the similar amount of clusters as the amount of keywords are used for performing the search operations. Therefore the search keywords are works in further process as the states of the Hidden Markov Model. On the other hand another cluster is prepared using the different places that are used for prediction for the place. Thus the place wise data grouping is considered here as the observations of the Hidden Markov Model.

Transition Matrix: using the previous phase of data clustering the states of the Markov model is recovered in terms of the keywords used for search thus the matrix is prepared using the states to states and their occurrence probability. To understand the concept the table 2 shows the transition matrix of the system.

Table 2. Example Transition Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Keyword1</th>
<th>Keyword2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keyword1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observation matrix: in the similar ways the observational matrix is also prepared with the help of keywords searched as states and the places for prediction as the observation. Thus the table 3 demonstrate the example of the observation matrix which is used with the Hidden Markov model.

Table 3. Observation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Place1</th>
<th>Place2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keyword1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hidden Markov Model: the two different outcomes of the k-means clustering is used to develop the observation and transition matrix of the hidden Markov model. Thus in this phase the hidden Markov model is used with the input matrix for computing the trained data model for prediction.

2.3 Prediction
The outcome of the previous phase trained data model is used in this phase for finding the prediction of the different places and the upcoming events. Therefore the predictive model is demonstrated using the figure 3.3. in this diagram in first condition the required parameters such as place and the keyword is selected which is previously occurred in that place and the next event is predicted according to their historical patterns. Thus in this phase the system return the two different outcomes performance and predicted event for the specified place.

3. RESULTS ANALYSIS
The given section provides the understanding about the evaluated results and parameters. These parameters are shows the effectiveness of the proposed technique.

3.1 Accuracy
In this presented work the key aspect is to develop a predictive system. The predictive system accepts the current scenarios inputs to the system and returns the approximated upcoming events. Thus for demonstration of such a data model the predictive capability of the system is measured in terms of accuracy. The accuracy of the system provides the accurately recognized events form the system. The accuracy of a predictive system can be defined using the following formula:

\[
\text{accuracy} = \frac{\text{correctly recognized patterns}}{\text{total patterns to identify}} \times 100
\]

The performance of the proposed technique is demonstrated using figure 4. In this diagram the X axis contains the different amount of patterns available for preparing the data model and the Y axis contains the performance in terms of accuracy percentage. According to the given results the performance of the system is increases as the amount of data for training the model is increases. Thus the accuracy of system is dependent of the amount of knowledge stored on the data for evaluation or learning.

3.2 Error Rate
The error rate of the proposed predictive data model is demonstrated in this section. The error rate of the predictive system is the incorrectly recognized patterns from the input
samples that are used for prediction. The error rate of the proposed model is given using the figure 5. In this diagram the X axis contains amount of data provided for evaluation and the Y axis shows the error rate of the system in terms of percentage. The estimated error rate shows the model is adoptive and as that is learns with huge data that is simulating the accurate evaluation of the data. Thus model is able to perform good prediction with the increasing amount of learning data.

![Figure 5. Error Rate](image)

### 3.3 Memory consumption
Memory consumption or the space complexity of the system shows the amount of main memory required to process the data using the prepared data model.

![Figure 6. Memory Consumption](image)

### 3.4 Training time
This parameter is also termed as the training time complexity, the training time consumption of the proposed predictive system is given using figure 7. In this diagram the X axis shows the amount of data provided for training and the Y axis shows the amount of time consumed for performing the training using the proposed concept. In this diagram the amount of data (x-axis) is increases the amount of time consumed is also increases in the similar manner. The computed training time of the system is demonstrated here in terms of milliseconds. Finally the results show the performance of the system is depends on the amount of data produced for training.

![Figure 7. Training time](image)

### 3.5 Prediction time
After the successfully training of the proposed system the system is used for predicting the upcoming events. This event prediction needs a small amount of time to process the data and provides the conclusion that is termed as the prediction time of the system. The prediction time of the model is reported using the figure 8 basically the prediction time is the complete time which is used for processing and predicting the class label from the data. The given figure demonstrates the performance of the system in terms of prediction time. Therefore in the X axis shows the different sets of experiments performed with the system and the Y axis shows the amount of time required to predict the class label from the input data. The given time is measured in terms of milliseconds. During the evaluation of results that is found that the amount of prediction time is depends on the amount of data to be process but that is prediction time is always less than the training time.
The proposed work is devoted to find an accurate technique which analyse the historical data using the data mining techniques and used for predicting the disaster events for the predefined or sensitive places. The given section provides the summary of the entire research work performed additionally the future extension of the proposed system is also provided.

4.1 CONCLUSION

Data mining is a technique by which the raw data is processed using the computational algorithms and the valuable patterns are extracted for utilizing them into various real world application developments and decision modeling. Basically the raw data can be available in both the formats structured and unstructured. The structured data is a well-defined organization of data in a structure of table or others. In the similar ways the unstructured data is available in the format of the text or others. The unstructured data is most of the time noisy in nature and a strong pre-processing technique is required to handle them.

Therefore the key issue of the proposed predictive model design is to develop a pre-processing technique that extracts the accurate valuable data from the unstructured data source. Thus first of all the pre-processing technique is developed with the help of the Bay’s classification algorithm and data is classified to keyword relevant and irrelevant data. In the next step the pre-processed knowledge is used for performing the training of the system. Thus in next step k-means clustering is applied on the data for finding the observations from the data and the transitions on the data among two consecutive events. Thus the keywords are considered as the states and the places are used as the observations. Using the states and places the transition matrix and observational matrix is prepared and the HMM (Hidden Markov Model) is used for predicting the event and the place. For prediction of the event the HMM need to accept the place and the current state of the natural event.

After the formulation of the proposed system the model is implemented using JAVA technology. Additionally the performance of the system is measured in terms of different performance factors. The summary of the evaluated performance parameters are described in the table 4.

According to the obtained results using the different experimental scenarios and different keywords and place information the testing is performed. During the different experiments the technique is found effective and accurate for the event prediction techniques.

4.2 Future Work

The proposed technique is effective and produces the accurate results according to the data and the information available on the knowledge base. But the system has some improvements for future extension and development on the proposed model. Some essential of them are reported as:

1. The system consumes a significant amount of time during the pre-processing and training of the data model therefore needs to optimize for the training time of the system.

The performance of the system is dependent on the quality of data and the amount of data available for the training purpose. Therefore need to increases the amount of training data before use for accurate predictions.
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